
 

SWEN 256 – Software Process & Project Management



 Process

o A collection of work activities, actions and tasks that are performed 
when some work product is to be created (Pressman)

 Process Model or Life Cycle

o An abstract description of a software process that presents one 
view of that process (Sommerville)

o Waterfall, Iterative, Spiral, Evolutionary, etc.

 Process Methodology or Methodology

o Instantiations of process models – tend to be prescriptive.

o The conventions that a group agrees to – “How we work around 
here” (Cockburn)



 Introducing new people to the process

Substituting people

Delineating responsibilities

Demonstrating visible progress

o McConnell’s definition for visibility: 

“The ease & accuracy with which it is possible to 

assess the status of a project’s cost, schedule, 

functionality, or other characteristic.”



 How rapidly you can substitute or train people.

 How great an effect it has on the sales process.

 How much freedom (or how constraining) it is to 

people on the project.

 How fast it allows people to respond to changing 

situations.

 How well it “protects” the organization – legally or 

from other damages.
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“Agile Software Development”, Alistair Cockburn



 Activities – the meetings, reviews, and other 

general activities the person must attend, generate 

or do.

 Process – the sequencing of activities over time 

with pre and post conditions for the activities.

 Milestones – events marking progress or 

completion. Milestones mark an instant in time and 

are either fully met or not met.



 Teams - how you group the people and how you 

assign people to roles.

 Roles – the job descriptions of team members: 

project manager, requirements gatherer, , tester, 

program designer, etc. Roles may need to consider 

the personalities of the people being assigned to 

those roles.

 Skills – the skills team members should have in 

order to assume responsibility for their role on the 

project.



 Products – what each person or team hands to 

another person or team: use cases, class designs, 

test specifications, framework documentation, 

interface definitions, etc.

 Techniques – the techniques the person uses in 

their work: requirement session facilitation, Java 

programming, use case modeling, etc.

 Tools – what tools the people use in their jobs, 

either within a technique or to produce a 

deliverable according to the standard.



 Standards – what is permitted or not permitted in 

the work product. There are notational standards 

(which includes the programming language), 

management and decision standards, and project 

conventions. The methodology may leave certain 

standards open, to be determined on the project.

 Quality – what rules, issues or concerns are to be 

tracked for each deliverable or activity.



The “traditional” way to develop software

Based on system engineering and quality 

disciplines (process improvement)

Standards developed from DoD & industry to 

make process fit a systems approach

Values well defined work products



 Focus on repeatability and predictability

 Defined, standardized, and incrementally improving 
processes

 Thorough documentation

 A software system architecture defined up-front

 Detailed plans, workflow, roles, responsibilities, 
and work product descriptions

 Process group containing resources for specialists: 
process monitoring, controlling, and educating

 On-going risk management

 Focus on verification and validation



Personal Software Process (PSP)

Team Software Process (TSP, TSPi)

Rational Unified Process (RUP)



 Watts Humphrey

 SEI – Software Engineering 

Institute, Carnegie Mellon 

University

 Also instrumental in the 

development of the CMM 

(Capability Maturity Model)

 Overview of PSP/TSP
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/tsp/

 Video: “Competing in the 

Software Age” https://youtu.be/gom-

t3ZTP6c

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/watts/index.cfm

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/tsp/
https://youtu.be/gom-t3ZTP6c
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/watts/index.cfm


PSP is an individual process methodology

PSP is a structured framework of forms, 
guidelines, and procedures intended to 
guide an engineer in using a defined, 
measured, planned, and quality controlled 
process.

Goal is to quantitatively access individual 
development skills in order to improve 
personal performance.



 Early defect detection is much less 
expensive than later defect removal

 PSP training follows an evolutionary 
improvement approach. An engineer 
learning to integrate the PSP into his or 
her process begins at Level 0 and 
progresses in process maturity to Level 3

 Each level incorporates skills and 
techniques that have been proven to 
improve the quality of the software 
process.

 Each level has detailed scripts, 
checklists, and templates to guide the 
engineer through required steps



PSP is an artifact centric methodology

Scripts – orderly structure of steps for each 

phase of development and review

Forms – used in data collection for defect 

recording, time recording and project 

planning.

Checklists – design, coding, etc.



Advantages

o Improved size & time estimation

o Improved productivity

o Reduced testing time

o Improved Quality

Disadvantages

o Pushback on forms & detailed data recording

o Longevity of PSP requires discipline and 
opportunity to work on TSP teams.



 The TSP supports the development of industrial 
strength software through the use of team building, 
planning, and control.

 Relies on PSP team members, but not a necessity.

 Project divided into overlapping, iterative 
development cycles

 Each of the cycles is a “mini waterfall” consisting of 
a cycle launch, strategy, planning, requirements, 
design, implementation, test, and postmortem.



Seven iterative steps in 

each cycle.

Cycles can and should 

overlap.

Each cycle produces a 

testable version that is 

a subset of the final 

project.



Team Leader

Development Manager

Planning Manager

Quality/Process Manager

Support Manager

An SEI trained and qualified team coach
oversees the project from a management 
perspective.



Lots….

21 Process scripts

10 Role scripts

21 Forms

3 Standards

Like PSP, goal is to use above artifacts to 
guide organization and use measurements 
to continually improve the team as a whole.



 Advantages

o Scripted (consistent) process activities.

o Teams take ownership of their process and plans 

(i.e. make realistic commitments)

o Process improvement focus

o Visible tracking

 Disadvantages

o Similar to PSP (artifact centric, high ceremony)

o Doesn’t scale well for small teams / short projects
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 Inception phase – Decide what to do, the business case, 
and the scope of the project. Make an initial project plan 
with rough estimations of time and resources required. 
Define risks that need to be handled in the elaboration 
phase.

 Elaboration phase – Analyze the problem domain and 
define a technically feasible architecture. Mitigate the 
highest risks to the projects. Make a detailed project plan 
with prioritized activities.

 Construction phase – Develop, integrate and test the 
product defined in the elaboration phase. Optimize the 
resources so that they can work in parallel and reuse each 
other’s work. Produce user documentation.

 Transition phase – Distribute the product to the customers 
and maintain it.



 Business modeling - Common understanding for the 
business process to be supported is assured.

 Requirements– Translation of the business model to 
functional and non-functional requirements.

 Analysis & Design– Description of how the system is to be 
realized to fulfill all requirements.

 Implementation– Implementation of the design, unit tests 
and integration of components into executable systems.

 Test - Find defects as early as possible as the cost to correct 
them increases the later in a software cycle they are found. 
Tests are focused on three areas, reliability, functionality 
and performance.

 Deployment – Production of product releases, and delivery 
of them to end-users. Provision of support and migration 
help.



 Project Management – Management of competing 
objectives, risks to the project and successful 
delivery of a product.

 Configuration and Change Management -
Management of parallel development, 
development done at multiple sites, multiple 
variants of systems and change requests.

 Environment – Provision of tools to a software 
project and adaptation of RUP to the specific 
project.



 


